Grow your teaching practice with Maths — No Problem!
Expert-led training. Proven resources. Ongoing support.

Here’s what you can expect when teaching with MNP:
• Proven strategies that develop a deep
and sustainable understanding of maths.
• A creative and collaborative approach to
maths that ensures every learner can
discover how they learn, what works for
them and what keeps them engaged.
• Pupils that can think through maths
problems systematically, instead of relying
solely on memorisation techniques.

• A structure that builds on what came
before — pupils continually build on the
skills and knowledge that they already
possess.
• Increased confidence in specialist and
non-specialist educators to help guide
pupils in the right direction.
• A maths mastery approach based on
over 30 years of research and rigorous
in-school testing and refinement.

Interested in finding out how MNP can help you and your school?

Contact fionaweir@mathsnoproblem.co.uk for details
on resources, upcoming events and training opportunities.

Rethinking Mathematics
MNP is way more than a textbook. When you teach with MNP, you’ll get
access to proven maths mastery strategies and a network of resources that
set pupils up for success in maths — lesson after lesson, year after year.
From expert-led training to proven resources, here’s how MNP gives
every school a maths boost:
• Train with world’s best: whether it’s an
intro course or an in-depth problem solving
workshop, MNP Courses feature worldrenowned trainers, and give you the tools it
takes to deliver world-class maths teaching
in your school.

• Join a growing community: education never
stands still — and neither do we. From fresh
products like the Mathsteasers Booklet
Series to ongoing opportunities for
community support, we’re always looking
for new ways to make maths better for
everyone.

• Teach with proven techniques: give
pupils an intuitive grasp of maths with go-to
strategies including the CPA approach, bar
modelling, number bonds, effective use of
questioning, and more.

• Reach new heights with MNP resources:
award winning textbooks, step-by-step
lesson guides and online CPD videos help
keep your school’s maths momentum
going for years to come.
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